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Where can I buy the SE846 Earphones? Can I buy the accessories separately?
Visit www.shure.com for retailers in your area.
Why provide a customizable sound signature?
Early on in the development process, we realized that the metal nozzle design not only made the product
more durable and easy to clean/maintain, but it allowed for nozzle inserts to modulate the frequency
response. Changing out the nozzle inserts is a task that an end-user could do relatively easily, so it was
introduced as a go-to-market feature. The version that ships installed with the SE846 (the reference
sound signature) is balanced, while two others included provide a brighter and warmer sound signature.
How do the nozzle inserts work to change the sound signature?
The “balanced” nozzle insert is the reference sound signature and ships installed with the SE846. The
other two included nozzle inserts have a warmer or brighter sound based on the frequency response they
deliver (see table below):
Color

Sound Signature

Response

Blue

Balanced

Neutral (as shipped)

White

Bright

+2.5 dB, 1kHz to 8 kHz

Black

Warm

-2.5 dB, 1kHz to 8 kHz

Will the sleeves included in the SE846 fit kit work with other Shure earphones?
Yes – the sleeves will work with all Shure earphones expect for older versions including the E2c, SCL2
and SE102.
Will my music phone accessory cables work with the SE846?
Yes. The CBL-M-K-EFS and CBL-M+-K-EFS music phone accessory cables with remote plus mic
features will work with the SE846. It has the same detachable cable with MMCX connectors as the
current SE Earphone line (SE215, SE315, SE425, SE535).
Is there a manufacturer warranty or guarantee on the SE846?
All Shure earphone sold within the Asia pacific region have one-year limited warranty, while earphone
sold in the rest of the world have a two-year limited warranty. Find more information on warranty in your
location at www.shure.com
How does the SE846 sound compare with the SE535?
The SE846 is the culmination of decades of engineering expertise and experimentation. The sound
signature is unique in that it comes from a patent-pending earphone design featuring a groundbreaking
low-pass filter, offering never before possible deep low-end performance of a True Subwoofer without
sacrificing clarity or detail. Additionally, the SE846 features the option to customize the sound signature
through the removable nozzle design.

